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Solution structure of an antiparallel purine motif triplex
containing a T×CG pyrimidine base triple
Jie Ji1, Michael E Hogan2 and Xiaolian Gao1*
Background: Triplex formation is an approach of potential use in regulating
and mapping of gene sequences. However, such applications have been
limited to homogeneous sequences consisting of stretches of purines or
pyrimidines. Understanding how heterogeneous duplexes are recognized by 
a third strand oligonucleotide at the atomic resolution level is an essential step
toward broadening the application of triplex formation into biochemical and
biomedical areas.
Results: The solution structure of an antiparallel triplex (RRY6) containing a site
of inversion (i.e. a T within a homopurine stretch, forming a T⋅CG base triple) has
been determined using NMR-restrained computations in the presence of explicit
water. The results reveal that within the RRY6 triplex the conformation of the
duplex is mostly B-like and that of the third strand exhibits significant variations in
interbase separations and backbone torsion angles. A major displacement of the
inversion site T sugar in a 5′-direction, accompanied by the tilt of the T base in
T⋅CG, was observed. The T⋅CG base triple contains a single hydrogen bond
between T O4 and the exposed C amino proton and is stabilized by a number 
of interstrand and sequential van der Waal contacts. The structural comparisons 
of RRY6 with two related triplexes indicate localized perturbation at the 
non-classical base triple site. Various triplexes contain sugars in the C2′-endo
family and the global features of their duplexes are similar.
Conclusions: This study provides valuable information concerning the molecular
basis of the specific recognition of a Watson–Crick base paired C residue at the
inversion sites in the antiparallel triplex and should lead to general rules for
designing triplexes containing heterogeneous sequences.
Introduction
The use of oligonucleotides and their analogs to achieve
site-specific recognition in gene sequences is a general
approach with great potential in the areas of medical diag-
nostics, gene mapping and gene therapy. Three-stranded
helices (triplexes) [1] are particularly attractive for these
uses because of their increased helical stability relative to
duplexes of similar length and their superior sequence
selectivity compared with most natural small DNA-
binding or RNA-binding ligands [2–5]. 
Recently, significant advances have been made in the
study of the biophysical properties of triplexes, such as
their structures and energetics, and their interactions
with metal ions and water molecules [6–12]. Canonical
triplexes contain either a homopyrimidine third strand,
which recognizes the duplex purine strand in a parallel
fashion (YRY type), or a homopurine third strand, which
recognizes the duplex purine strand in an antiparallel
fashion (RRY type). A number of reports of parallel RRY
triplexes consisting of parallel G⋅GC or A⋅GC base triples
(where a dot signifies a third strand base pairing to 
a duplex base) have also been published [13–15]. The
presence of these alternative structures demonstrates 
the sequence-dependent conformational flexibility of
triplex-forming oligonucleotides and expands the scope
of nucleic acid recognition. In order to form a stable
triplex, the target duplexes must not contain pyrimidine
residues in the purine strand (i.e. so-called ‘inversion
sites’ that disrupt the strand homogeneity). This pre-
requisite has been one of the major constraints limiting
the applicability of triplex formation at many gene sites
of biological importance.
The formation of canonical base triples, which include
T⋅AT and C+⋅GC of YRY type and T⋅AT, A⋅AT and G⋅GC
of RRY type, preserves the energy of the system. Each
purine base involved in Watson–Crick base pairs contains
two sites available for potential hydrogen bonding to the
third strand, whereas each pyrimidine base has only one
such site in the major groove (Fig. 1a,b). Thus, to recog-
nize pyrimidine residues, one must design a third strand
that is capable of expanding the conventional hydrogen-
bonding scheme in the helical major groove [16]. In
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addition, other forms of molecular interactions, such as
stacking and hydrophobic contacts [17–19], may be
employed to compensate for the energy reduction in
pyrimidine recognition. A crucial requirement for new
base triples is the maintenance of sequence selectivity.
Thus, it is important to understand the conformation and
local environment of the cognate base pair and the condi-
tions that favor the formation of a stable X⋅TA or X⋅CG
base triple (where X can be any chemical entity). As part
of this effort, the three-dimensional (3D) solution struc-
tures of parallel YRY triplexes containing either a T⋅CG or
a G⋅TA base triple [20,21], and an unperturbed antiparallel
RRY triplex [22] have been reported. The only high-
resolution crystal structure of a triplex is of the YRY type,
consisting of two pyrimidine strands of peptide nucleic
acid (the backbone comprising peptide bonds) and one
DNA purine strand [23]. A parallel G⋅GC motif, found at
the termini of a crystalline DNA duplex, has been defined
to high resolution, providing reliable structural parameters
for this base triple [24]. However, the detailed structures
of parallel RRY triplexes are essentially unknown. Model-
ing of conventional RRY triplexes and a T⋅CG-containing
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Figure 1
Chemical structures of (a) antiparallel G⋅GC,
T⋅AT and (b) T⋅CG base triples. M1 and M2
are new grooves formed in triplex structures 
(c) Sequence of RRY6 used in this study. 
(d) Sequence of triplexes used for comparative
studies. The comparison sequences are a
parallel YRY triplex containing a T⋅CG 
inversion site [20] and an antiparallel RRY
triplex containing conventional G⋅GC and 
T⋅AT base triples [22].
Figure 2
Structures of the RRY6 triplex. (a) Overlay
stereoview (cross-eyed) of eight calculated
structures of RRY6 looking into the minor
groove. The strands are color coded as
follows: yellow for the purine (R) strand of the
duplex; blue for the pyrimidine (Y) strand of
duplex and magenta for the third (purine)
strand. The 5′-end of the duplex purine strand
is at the top; Y and the third strands are
antiparallel to the R strand of the duplex. For
clarity hydrogen atoms are not shown. 
(b)–(d) Solvent-accessible surface drawings
(generated by GRASP [45]) displaying the
global features of the three grooves in the
RRY6 triplex. (b) The minor groove consists of
duplex purine and pyrimidine strands. (c) The
M2 groove consists of the duplex purine
strand and the third strand. (d) The M1 groove
consists of the third strand and the duplex
pyrimidine strand. (All structural drawings
were produced using the QUANTA program
[Biosym/Molecular Simulations, Inc., CA],
unless otherwise noted.)
RRY triplex using free molecular dynamics simulation
calculations in the presence of explicit water molecules
and sodium cations has been undertaken [25,26]. Here, we
describe the 3D solution structure of the antiparallel
RRY6 triplex containing a T⋅CG inversion site and we
compare it with the structures of a parallel YRY triplex
containing a T⋅CG base inversion [20] and an unperturbed
antiparallel purine motif triplex [22] (Fig. 1c,d). 
Results and discussion
Results of structure calculation
The solution structure of the antiparallel purine motif
triplex (RRY6; Figure 2), which contains a C♦G base pair
(♦ signifies Watson–Crick base pairing) in an otherwise
homopurine♦homopyrimidine duplex motif, has been
derived from NMR spectra [27]. The calculations were
based on a total of 462 distance and dihedral angle
restraints for the 21-residue RRY6 triplex (the terminal
T22 is not a part of the triplex and was omitted from the
calculation). The general procedures for solving the struc-
ture involved the use of restrained molecular dynamics
simulations (rMDS) [28], first in the absence and then in
the presence of explicit water molecules, followed by
relaxation matrix refinement without water molecules
[29]. The results of the structure calculations are summa-
rized in Table 1. A detailed account of NMR restraints
and the protocols for structure calculations is given in the
Materials and methods section. The final eight structures
are the result of iterative calculations based on analyses of
structural geometry and comparison with experimental
data. Eight converged structures (root mean square [rms]
deviation 0.448±0.104 Å, Fig. 2a) contain covalent bond
lengths, angles and planar ring geometry consistent with
ideal geometry (Table 1). A final comparison between the
calculated and experimental nuclear Overhauser enhance-
ment spectroscopy (NOESY) spectra, especially those
peaks pertinent to the T⋅CG site (a total of 81 proton
pairs), shows excellent agreement (Fig. 3). A few discrep-
ancies are due to flexible terminal residues and the
absence of the T22 residue in the calculated structures.
The overall agreement of nuclear Overhauser effect
(NOE) intensities is also reflected in the low R1/6 factors
[29] and the absence of NOE violations (threshold=0.3 Å)
as shown in Table 1.
Global structural features
Figure 2 provides a global view of the RRY6 triplex in
stick and surface drawings. A set of geometrical para-
meters [30,31] measuring the relative orientation and the
alignment of duplex base pairs, sugar conformation, glyco-
sidic orientation and backbone torsions is summarized in
Tables 2 and 3. The structure of RRY6 contains three
base triples on either side of the T⋅CG base triple, with
the third purine strand (magenta in Fig. 2a) recognizing
the major groove of the duplex purine strand (yellow in
Fig. 2a) in an antiparallel orientation. 
Glycosidic configuration
As indicated by the weak intra-residue NOEs between
base H8 and H6 and sugar H1′ protons, all residues of
RRY6 assume an anti glycosidic conformation with the gly-
cosidic x angles of the duplex residues being –125± 15°,
indicating changes in the orientation of these base moi-
eties relative to B-form DNA (Table 3) [30,32]. The
G10♦C19 base pair adjacent to the inversion C11♦G18
adopts a more negative x angle, which correlates well with
the absence of intra-residue NOEs of base to H2′′ protons
in these residues [27]. The third strand residues adopt
glycosidic angles in the range –100±10°, which is close to
the orientation adopted by B-form DNA [30,32].
Helical grooves
The minor groove of RRY6 appears to be slightly 
narrower and shallower (Fig. 2b) (width=3.8±0.6 Å;
depth=4.1±0.3 Å) than B-form DNA (width=5.6 Å;
depth=4.8 Å). The major groove of the duplex of RRY6
(measured without the third strand) is much wider
(width=14.4±0.5 Å) than B-form DNA (width=11.4 Å).
However, their groove depths are comparable (~4 Å). The
third strand divides the major groove into an M1 groove,
defined by the third strand and the duplex pyrimidine
strand, and an M2 groove, defined by the third strand and
duplex purine strand. As shown in Figure 2c,d, the M1
and M2 grooves of the antiparallel RRY6 have similar
geometry. This differs from the parallel YRY-type triplex,
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Table 1
Summary of structure calculation results.*
Molecular geometry
Deviation from ideal values
bond length (719) (Å) 0.00042 ± 0.00001
bond angle (1297) (°) 3.786 ± 0.037
chirality and ring planarity (283)
(improper angles, °) 1.057 ± 0.043
Rms deviation of coordinates
all atoms (Å) 0.448 ± 0.104
center 5 bases (Å) 0.379 ± 0.101
Rms deviation from experimental restraints†
dihedral angles (51) (°) 0.405 ± 0.019
R-factor (R1/6) 0.048 ± 0.002
NOE (Å)
H-bond (32) 0.0058 ± 0.0007
exchangeable proton (22) 0.0802 ± 0.0087
T⋅⋅CG related (81) 0.1094 ± 0.0034
non-exchangeable proton (278) 0.2170 ± 0.0121
*Rms deviations shown in this table are mean values calculated from
pairwise comparisons of the final eight structures. The number of
entries or the number of restraints is given in parentheses. †R1/6 is a
statistical factor as defined in [29]. NOE restraints are divided into
several groups: NOEs of H-bonds are those observed in standard
Watson–Crick base pairs, whose geometry parameters were taken
from [30]; the rest are NOEs involving resonances of T4, C11 and
G18 residues only, or NOEs observed in either 90% H2O/10% D2O
(for exchangeable protons) or 100% D2O solutions (for 
non-exchangeable protons).
in which the M1 groove is wider than the M2 groove due
to closer contacts in the M2 groove between the phos-
phate backbones of the third strand and the cognate
purine strand [20,21]. 
Helical conformation
Examination of the major structural features of RRY6
(Table 2), which include base pair displacements (in plane
movements relative to the helical center), inclination (tilt
of the base pair relative to its long axis), propeller twist
(relative rotation of the two bases in a pair), rise (interbase
separation), roll (relative orientation of the two adjacent
base pairs along their short axis) and twist (relative rota-
tion between two adjacent base pairs about the helical
axis), suggests that the conformation of the cognate
duplex is heterogeneous. Among these parameters, incli-
nation, rise and twist values are close to those of B-form
DNA, whereas displacement, propeller twist and roll para-
meters resemble neither B-form nor A-form DNA. Incli-
nation, rise and twist contribute to the global features of
the helical duplex, and thus, the duplex of RRY6 appears
to be in a B-like conformation (Fig. 4). Displacement,
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Table 2
Duplex structural parameters of RRY6.*
Base pair-axis parameters Inter-base pair parameters 
Base pair Xdisp (Å) Ydisp (Å) Inclination (°) Propeller (°) Rise (Å) Roll (°) Twist (°)
RRY6 G9♦C20 –2.79 ± 0.12 –0.05 ± 0.09 –4.79 ± 1.64 –17.39 ± 3.49 3.44 ± 0.22 5.44 ± 1.53 35.91 ± 1.00
G10♦C19 –2.83 ± 0.11 –0.05 ± 0.11 –4.45 ± 1.26 –16.74 ± 2.30 3.31 ± 0.11 –4.34 ± 1.39 38.41 ± 0.99
C11♦G18 –2.98 ± 0.10 –0.15 ± 0.13 –4.28 ± 1.51 8.64 ± 2.8 3.28 ± 0.10 6.54 ± 2.02 38.82 ± 0.72
G12♦C17 –2.93 ± 0.11 –0.05 ± 0.10 –7.78 ± 2.06 –14.60 ± 2.55 3.25 ± 0.20 3.20 ± 2.47 37.82 ± 1.17
G13♦C16 –2.90 ± 0.13 –0.17 ± 0.13 –5.60 ± 2.27 –12.90 ± 2.55
B-form –0.59 0.00 –4.55 –1.20 3.34 –2.81 35.89
A-form –5.29 0.00 19.45 11.51 3.18 10.79 30.94
*Mean and deviations of the structural parameters [31] derived from the final eight structures and canonical A-form and B-form DNA duplexes
(coordinates from QUANTA) using CURVES [44].
Figure 3
Comparison of experimental and simulated
NOESY spectra (recorded at 100 ms mixing
time). Portions of experimental NOESY
spectrum containing (a) base–H2′ and
base–H2′′ connectivities and (b) H1′–H2′
and H1′–H2′′ connectivities. The equivalent
regions of the simulated NOESY spectrum
(calculated with a representative structure of
RRY6 using the QUANTA and NMRcompass
programs (Molecular Simulations, Inc.) are
shown in (c) and (d). An unusual NOE of
moderate intensity between G3 H′ and T4
methyl is indicated. The differences between
the calculated and experimental data are
labeled: D=an unknown minor form;
*=resonances from terminal T15 or T22 (the
latter was omitted from the calculation);
n=the absent peak; x=reduced peak intensity
due to line broadening of G10 H1′ resonance.
propeller twist and roll describe the local arrangements of
base pairs, and their values deviate from the standard 
B-form or A-form DNA [30]. These variations signify the
structural heterogeneity of the RRY6 triplex.
There are striking similarities in the overall structural fea-
tures of the duplexes in different triplexes as demon-
strated by comparing space-filling drawings of the duplex
motifs of various triplexes (Fig. 4c,d) and by the general
agreement in their helical parameters, such as displace-
ment, inclination, propeller twist and rise (data not shown).
This fact suggests that the third strand imposes a similar
structural requirement on its target duplexes irrespective
of its binding orientation (i.e. parallel or antiparallel). 
The conformation of the third purine strand of RRY6 was
analyzed in single-stranded form. Important helical para-
meters relating to this strand are listed in Table 4. The
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Table 3
Sugar-phosphate backbone torsion parameters of RRY6.*
Residue Phase Sugar pucker Glycosidic a b g d e z
G3 141.2 ± 14.0 C1′-exo –99.7 ± 4.3 –65.5 ± 3.9 178.2 ± 4.1 71.9 ± 2.1 123.9 ± 2.1 147.2 ± 2.3 –111.5 ± 4.7
T4 162.8 ± 2.3 C2′-endo –114.7 ± 6.1 –155.9 ± 9.2 –168.8 ± 5.6 74.0 ± 4.3 141.3 ± 1.8 150.9 ± 0.6 –75.9 ± 5.5
G5 136.0 ± 8.9 C1′-exo –96.7 ± 4.3 –92.7 ± 11.1 –173.6 ± 5.0 143.6 ± 3.0 125.0 ± 2.2 156.3 ± 1.2 –92.9 ± 5.7
G10 140.6 ± 9.4 C1′-exo –141.1 ± 2.7 –165.7 ± 8.5 168.3 ± 1.5 157.9 ± 1.2 133.7 ± 6.4 162.8 ± 1.2 –72.8 ± 4.9
C11 126.8 ± 3.5 C1′-exo –137.9 ± 1.2 –154.4 ± 9.4 –169.5 ± 4.3 140.5 ± 5.8 121.7 ± 2.1 158.6 ± 0.8 –74.2 ± 5.0
G12 129.9 ± 3.3 C1′-exo –129.0 ± 6.7 –131.5 ± 8.2 –170.7 ± 6.3 117.1 ± 9.2 123.9 ± 1.9 153.9 ± 2.0 –79.6 ± 4.5
C17 157.3 ± 6.4 C2′-endo –116.3 ± 6.3 –145.4 ± 7.3 –166.1 ± 2.9 119.8 ± 9.3 138.4 ± 2.8 157.8 ± 1.13 –82.4 ± 5.3
G18 146.8 ± 4.3 C2′-endo –113.4 ± 3.4 –137.8 ± 6.5 –178.5 ± 4.2 110.5 ± 9.8 131.7 ± 3.7 151.4 ± 1.8 –85.0 ± 3.0
C19 137.9 ± 3.7 C1′-exo –142.4 ± 2.6 –123.58 ± 7.9 –176.4 ± 4.1 121.2 ± 7.4 109.2 ± 0.8 161.7 ± 1.0 –59.4 ± 5.7
B-form 192.1 C3’-exo –95.4 –39.3 –151.4 30.8 156.5 159.1 –98.9
A-form 13.60 C3’-endo –153.1 –87.6 –149.0 47.2 83.2 171.3 –44.3
*Mean and deviation values of the structural parameters derived from
the final eight structures of RRY6 using CURVES. Phase and
glycosidic angles are as defined in [30]. Backbone dihedral angles are:
a, O3′–P–O5′–C5′; b, P–O5′–C5′–C4′; g, O5′–C5′–C4′–C3′; 
d, C5′–C4′–C3′–O3′; e, C4′–C3′–O3′–P; z, C3′–O3′–P–O5′.
Dihedral angle restraints were applied to d and some e and b angles
as described in the Materials and methods section.
Figure 4
Comparison of duplex DNA (a) B-form and
(b) A-form with the duplex motifs from 
(c) a parallel YRY triplex containing a T⋅CG
inversion base triple [20], (d) an unperturbed
antiparallel RRY triplex [22] and (e) RRY6.
The purine strand is shown in yellow and the
pyrimidine strand in blue.
most noticeable feature is the large inclination of the third
strand bases which can be visualized in the stereodrawing
in Figure 2a. To further analyze this feature, similar sets of
parameters were calculated for the third strand in a YRY
triplex containing a T⋅CG base triple or an RRY triplex
[20,22] (Table 4). The third strands in these triplexes also
display base inclination, indicating a unique feature of 
the third strand in both RRY and YRY triplexes. The
interbase separations (rise) of the third strand in RRY6
(Table 4) correspond to a slightly extended form com-
pared with the interbase separations of the duplex strands
(Table 2). The twist angles at the inversion site vary
dramatically, reflecting structural perturbation due to
incorporation of a T⋅CG base triple (see below).
Phosphate backbone and sugar pucker
Parameters describing the conformation of the sugar-phos-
phate backbone of the central three base triples of RRY6
are listed in Table 3. Given the inherent limitation of
NMR data, this information should be viewed collectively
and is statistically important. The duplex backbone torsion
angles b, d, e, and z converged well for all structures, and
their values are in reasonable agreement with those of
canonical B-form DNA. The a and g angles are the most
flexible, and their values deviate, in a cooperative manner,
from those of canonical conformations [30]. However, the
changes in a (high –gauche compared with low –gauche of
canonical B-form DNA) and g (high +gauche compared with
low +gauche of canonical B-form DNA) angles are mutually
correcting. Therefore, collectively, the backbone confor-
mation of the duplex of RRY6 is B-like (compare Fig. 4a,e).
The backbone conformation in the third strand is hetero-
geneous as reflected in the a angle of T4 and in the g
angle of G5 (Table 3). The z angles of the third strand are
relatively flexible, ranging from ~70° to ~100° (taking only
the statistically significant range) compared with those of
–80° to –90° of the duplex (Table 3). These results indi-
cate that the backbone conformation of the third strand
has local perturbations and is both flexible and hetero-
geneous in character. This assessment is consistent with
unusual 31P chemical shifts that have been observed for
the third strand residues [27].
NMR analysis demonstrates that the sugars of RRY6 pref-
erentially adopt a C2′-endo type conformation [27]. This
information was incorporated as d (C5′–C4′–C3′–O3′)
torsion restraints in the structure calculations to give well-
converged phase angles and sugar conformations within
the C2′-endo and C1′-exo ranges (Table 3). This obser-
vation, together with information derived from other
triplexes [33,34], suggests that the C2′-endo type sugar
pucker may be the predominant conformation in solution
for both parallel and antiparallel DNA triplexes. 
The antiparallel T×CG inversion in RRY6
The conformation of the T⋅CG site (Fig. 5a) was defined by
three dihedral angle restraints (the d angle) and 81 NOEs,
21 of which relate to the T4 residue in the third strand.
These NMR data are reflected in the calculated structures
as stacking interactions, van der Waals contacts, and hydro-
gen bonding (Fig. 5), which contribute to the stabilization
of the T⋅CG inversion base triple formation. The dinu-
cleotide stacking of G10♦C19/C11♦G18 (a purine–pyrimi-
dine step) or C11♦G18/G12♦C17 (a pyrimidine–purine
step) in the duplex is similar to that found in B-form DNA
[30] (Fig. 5b). The destabilization of the T⋅CG inversion
triple, which can be ascribed to the reduction in hydrogen-
bonding attractions, may be offset by unusual interproton
contacts, such as those connecting the T4 base methyl with
the preceding G3 sugar protons and with base H8 of the
cross-strand G10 residue. The T4 imino proton is not
involved in hydrogen bonding, but interacts with C11 base
and amino protons and with cross-strand C17 amino
protons. These results verify the interplay of polar and non-
polar molecular forces in stabilizing DNA complexes. In
comparison, classical base triples are often confined within
a framework of multiple hydrogen bonds and they have
fewer van der Waals contacts with preceding residues in
the third strand than are observed in RRY6.
The third strand T4 recognizes the duplex C11 residue by
one hydrogen bond between its O4 atom (rather than the
predicted O2 atom [9]) and the exposed amino protons of
C11 (Fig. 5a). The distance between T4 O4 and C11 N4 is
2.750±0.014 Å and the two atoms form an angle of
171.5±1.1°. A similar alignment of the T⋅CG base triple has
recently been described by a theoretical modeling study of
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Table 4
Third strand structural parameters and comparisons with other
triplexes.*
Residue Tilt (°) Rise (°) Twist (°)
RRY6 G2/G3 –1.76 ± 1.45 3.40 ± 0.13 33.75 ± 1.79
G3/T4 4.43 ± 2.03 3.79 ± 0.27 5.79 ± 2.08
T4/G5 –24.18 ± 4.05 3.33 ± 0.25 67.41 ± 2.79
G5/G6 –10.17 ± 1.64 3.20 ± 0.12 35.19 ± 4.22
YRY [20] T16/T17 –1.00 ± 1.46 3.78 ± 0.17 34.86 ± 1.25
T17/T18 –13.14 ± 4.01 3.16 ± 0.37 73.00 ± 0.20
T18/T19 –1.36 ± 4.38 4.09 ± 0.48 4.42 ± 0.92
T19/C20 –1.97 ± 0.22 3.12 ± 0.02 39.19 ± 0.46
RRY [22] G16/G17 –2.92 ± 2.11 3.11 ± 0.13 31.04 ± 4.88
G17/T18 –13.03 ± 1.50 2.57 ± 0.18 40.04 ± 2.85
T18/G19 –6.50 ± 2.50 4.50 ± 0.45 11.08 ± 2.73
G19/G20 –1.64 ± 0.77 3.17 ± 0.09 32.24 ± 0.88
B-form 0.40 3.34 35.90
A-form –3.07 3.16 30.80
*Mean and deviations of the structural parameters [31] derived from
the final eight structures of RRY6, the comparison triplexes
(sequences given in Fig. 1) and canonical A- and B-form DNA. The
calculation input files for the three triplexes were matched by aligning
their duplexes in the same orientation. The sites immediately related to
the inversion base triples are shown in bold.
an RRY triplex [26]. The formation of a hydrogen bond
between the T4 O4 and C11 amino groups exerts signifi-
cant influence on the structural continuity of the third
strand. In an unperturbed third strand of an RRY triplex,
the T O4 in T⋅AT and the G O6 and N7 in G⋅GC, which
are not hydrogen bonded, constitute the topological surface
of the M2 groove, whereas the M1 groove is covered 
by symmetrically positioned polar groups (Fig. 1a). This
arrangement facilitates hydrophilic interactions of the
groove surface with solvent molecules [7,20,25]. This align-
ment, however, is interrupted by the orientation of the T4
base in the T⋅CG base triple, which requires an in-plane
rotation of the T4 base in order for its O4 atom to be hydro-
gen bonded (Fig. 1b). Accordingly, the T4 methyl group
assumes a position similar to that of O4 in a normal antipar-
allel T⋅AT base triple (Fig. 1a), thereby interrupting the
delicate molecular architecture of the M1 and M2 grooves.
This interruption is accompanied by the widening of the
M2 groove and the expansion of the hydrophobic surface in
this region. In comparison with the M2 groove of the YRY
and RRY [20,22], the region around T⋅CG in the M2 groove
of RRY6 is much wider (Fig. 6). The apparent disruption of
the well-organized hydrophilic groove surfaces could have a
profound effect on the stability of the triplex.
Inspection of the structure of RRY6 (Figs 2,5) clearly indi-
cates that accommodation of the T⋅CG triple is not without
energy cost. The major distortions occur at the third
strand, and are mainly localized at the inversion site. Most
significantly, the sugar ring of T4 is displaced from the
plane parallel to the sugars of the C11 and G18 residues
(Fig. 5c) toward the 5′-direction, whereas the base plane of
T4 is tilted relative to the C11♦G18 base pair with the T4
methyl making a number of unusual close contacts with
the sugar of G3. Another drastic variation related to the
T⋅CG base triple lies in the twist angles between T4 and
adjacent bases. The angle between G3 and T4 is ~6°,
which is highly unwound from the ideal value of 32–36° in
canonical nucleic acid duplexes, whereas the twist angle
between T4 and G5 is ~67°, which is largely overwound to
compensate for the unwinding of preceding residues
(Table 4). These results indicate that structural variations
are most pronounced at the dinucleotide which is 3′ to T4
and correlate well with our observations in NMR spectral
analysis [27]. In NMR spectra, the resonances of G5 and
G6 are somewhat broader than those in other portions of
RRY6, indicating that these residues are not in a stable
conformation. The 3′-half of a triplex similar to RRY6 is
also reported to have higher mobility in free molecular
dynamics simulations [26]. 
As a consequence of distorted torsional angles around T4,
base stacking is not expected between G3 and T4 bases
[30], but the T4 base is partially stacked with the G5 base
(Fig. 5b). These structural features are supported by NMR
observations: close contacts occur between the T4 methyl
(normally it would be T4 H6) and the G3 sugar moiety,
whereas the NOEs between the base protons of G3, T4
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Figure 5
Comparison of the T⋅CG sites in RRY6 and in
the YRY triplex [20]. Structural drawings and
their labels are coded in the same colors.
(a) Overlay of the T⋅CG base triple of the two
duplexes. The hydrogen bond between the T
and C residues is shown as a dashed line.
(b) Base stacking of T⋅CG and adjacent base
triples of RRY6 viewed along the helical axis.
T⋅CG has the same orientation as in (a).
(c) The trinucleotide duplex (in yellow and
blue) and the T residue (in magenta) of the
RRY6 and the YRY triplexes. The strand
orientation is indicated for the duplex
pyrimidine (Y) strand. RRY6 shows
displacement of the sugar of the third strand T
residue, whereas the YRY triplex shows the
base of the third strand T residue being tilted. 
and G5 are very weak or non-existent. Interestingly, this
type of irregular stacking pattern in a triplex third strand
(i.e. the 5′-pyrimidine base stacking on the 3′-purine base,
but not the normally observed 5′-purine base) has been
observed in the parallel YRY triplexes at the T⋅CG or the
G⋅TA inversion site [20,21]. These unconventional parallel
base triples also share other features with the antiparallel
T⋅CG, such as base pairing through a single hydrogen
bond and distortion of base orientations (discussed below). 
Comparison with the parallel T×CG base triple in the YRY
triplex
Although both antiparallel and parallel T⋅CG base triples
are metastable in triplexes [9,11], the two triples differ in
the mode in which they are accommodated in the other-
wise homogeneous triplexes. As noted earlier, the anti-
parallel T⋅CG formation in RRY6 is accompanied by a
displacement of the T sugar in a 5′-direction, which causes
the base to tilt in order to maintain the T⋅C hydrogen bond
(Fig. 5c). In the parallel T⋅CG of the YRY triplex the
alignment of the sugar of the T residue is unchanged,
whereas the base of the T residue is tilted to permit a
number of contacts with the adjacent residues (Fig. 5c). In
either case, a single hydrogen bond between T and C
residues has been preserved and serves as the pivot point
of base tilting. However, the hydrogen bond acceptor is T
O2 in the parallel T⋅CG as opposed to T O4 in the anti-
parallel T⋅CG. Despite these differences and their oppo-
site strand orientations, the two T⋅CG base triples can be
superimposed to give a remarkably similar alignment of
the hydrogen-bonding framework (Fig. 5a). Base moieties
of the T residues in both T⋅CG triples stack over their
3′-base not the 5′-base (see above). These comparisons
indicate the important role of hydrogen bonding in defin-
ing the local conformation of an unusual base triple.
Comparison with an antiparallel purine motif triplex
RRY6 and an unperturbed purine motif antiparallel triplex
[22] contain similar sequences, but they differ in one
important position (Fig. 1c,d). In RRY6, the third strand
T4 recognizes a C♦G base pair, while in the comparison
antiparallel triplex, the corresponding T recognizes an
A♦T base pair. The comparisons between the structures
of the duplex motifs and between the structures of the
third strands in the two triplexes are diagnostic of struc-
tural perturbations associated with the T⋅CG base triple.
The comparison of structural parameters derived from the
duplex motifs of the two triplexes indicates that the pres-
ence of a T⋅CG inversion base triple has only a minor
impact on the conformation of the duplex. In contrast, the
third strands of the two triplexes exhibit drastically differ-
ent structural parameters at the central 5′-GTG sites
(Table 4). This site in RRY6 is characterized by the highly
unwound and overwound base pair twist angles (6° and
67°) at the G-T and the T-G steps (Table 4) compared
with the (40° and 11°) twist angles within the same GTG
segment of the regular RRY triplex. The interbase separa-
tions are 3.8 Å and 3.3 Å within the trinucleotide GTG in
RRY6, and these values differ significantly from the corre-
sponding 2.6 Å and 4.5 Å in the third strand of the regular
triplex. These structural differences in the two triplexes
are consistent with the reported irregular sequential NOE
patterns at these sites [22,27]. The inter-residue NOEs
linking base H6 of T to the preceding sugar H1′ of G were
not detected for RRY6 (due to overwinding) and the
comparison triplex (due to increased rise).
Structural implications
The similarity in global structural features between RRY6
and two other triplexes (Figs 4,6) indicates that the effect
of base pair inversion in a stretch of homopurine or
homopyrimidine sequence is primarily localized to the
third strand. The stabilization of the unconventional base
triples, which include the antiparallel and parallel T⋅CG
and a parallel G⋅TA, is mainly achieved by hydrogen
bonding, twist angle distortion, base tilting, and repacking
in the third strand. These are encouraging results, which
show that the conformations of substrate duplexes are
similar upon binding by a third strand. Thus, improve-
ments in triplex stability may be achieved by modeling
the binding of the third strand using the duplex motifs in
triplexes of known structures. 
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Figure 6
M2 groove charge surface drawings of (a) the
YRY triplex, (b) the unperturbed RRY triplex
[22], and (c) the RRY6 triplex in a view facing
the T⋅CG inversion site. Negative surface
charge density decreases from red to white to
blue according to charge parameters
obtained from QUANTA. (Figure prepared
using GRASP [45].)
Using the structure of RRY6 as a model, improved affinity
for the C♦G inversion site by a third strand residue may be
achieved by several measures. One is to incorporate a new
base moiety, which is capable of adopting a similar hydro-
gen-bonding geometry to that in T⋅CG, but with minimal
readjustment in the twist angles of the third strand. Alter-
natively, a larger hydrophobic substituent than methyl,
which has been shown to be situated in a hydrophobic
environment in RRY6, may be favored at the 5-position of
T. An extended ring system could improve the stacking of
the third strand at the inversion site. Finally, derivatiza-
tion of the N3 position of the T residue is possible, but
this may disrupt the alignment of the M1 groove. 
The solution structure of RRY6 containing a T⋅CG base
triple provides a basis for understanding the molecular
forces important for the stabilization of the inverted base
triple, as well as an indication of why the C⋅CG base triple
is less stable than T⋅CG. If C⋅CG is aligned in an orienta-
tion similar to that of T⋅CG (Fig. 1b), the 4-amino group of
the C residue would be positioned in a sterically crowded
region containing the amino group and H5 of the C
residue in the duplex. Additionally, in the C base, only O2
is available for hydrogen bonding, but this is not a favored
site as shown by the alignment of T⋅CG in RRY6.
Biological implications
In recent years, oligonucleotides and their analogs
have been developed for in vitro and in vivo targeting
of specific sites in single-stranded (ss) or double-
stranded (ds) DNA sequences [16,35–38]. This tar-
geting involves ss nucleic acids recognizing target
sequences and forming triple-helical structures. One
application involves triplex formation at a regulation
site, such as the transcription initiation sites of the
oncogenes HER-2 [39] and Ha-ras [40]. It is conceiv-
able that triplex formation renders these sites inacces-
sible, and thus, prevents transcription factors from
binding. Circular or hairpin oligonucleotides have
been shown to have high affinity for ssDNA or
ssRNA and can form stable triplexes [41]. Indeed,
triplex formation has led to the recognition of a single
site in yeast or human chromosomal DNAs [42],
making it a powerful genome mapping tool. Given the
broad range of potential applications of the triplex
structure motif, it is crucial to understand the funda-
mental principles that govern triplex formation.
The structure of an antiparallel triplex containing two
purine (R) strands and one pyrimidine (Y) strand
(RRY6) provides a detailed view of an RRY triplex
and delineates the alignment and local conformation of
the unconventional T×CG base triple. RRY6 contains
a duplex with global B-like properties and some local
deformations, and a third strand which is conforma-
tionally heterogeneous because of the presence of the
T×CG inversion site. The T×CG base triple is stabilized
by a single hydrogen bond between the O4 atom of the
T base and the exposed C amino proton and a number
of interstrand and sequential van der Waals interac-
tions. These results provide a structural basis the for
design of nucleotide analogs with the ability to specifi-
cally recognize C within the cognate purine strand by
extending the hydrogen-bonding pattern to the cross-
stand G residue and thereby minimizing the steric
clashes observed in RRY6. 
If the design strategy is successful, it should lead to a
great expansion in the range of target DNA sequences
amenable to gene regulation, gene sequencing and anti-
sense applications. The availability of several related
DNA triplexes has allowed us to perform detailed
structural comparisons. These reveal that the duplex
motif in various triplexes adopts a similar structure,
but that the groove width and third strand conforma-
tion vary markedly, depending on specific sequences.
These analyses lay the foundations for modeling
studies of various biologically significant regulation
sites. Ultimately, a library of molecules will be devel-
oped to meet the needs of triplex gene targeting.
Materials and methods
NMR data
NMR experiments and detailed spectral analysis of RRY6 have been
described previously [27]. The exchangeable proton NOESY spectra (80
ms and 200 ms mixing times) were collected at 283 K, in 90%
H2O/10% D2O containing 20 mM LiCl and 44 mM MgCl2 at pH 6.3. The
non-exchangeable proton NOESY spectra (80 ms, 100 ms and 200 ms
mixing times) were collected in 100% D2O under the same solution con-
ditions as described above. NOE cross-peak assignments were achieved
using a combined grid search and manual analysis. NOE intensities were
measured using the volume integration routine in the FELIX program
(Biosym/Molecular Simulations, Inc., CA). The results of previous 
NMR proton correlation spectroscopy (COSY) and 1H–31P correlation
analyses were used to define sugar and backbone torsion angles [27].
NMR restraints
Two types of dihedral angle restraints were incorporated into the struc-
ture calculations: d dihedral angles (C5′–C4′–C3′–O3′) for the sugar
ring conformation of 21 residues were restrained within the range
135 ± ∆° (where ∆=5° for the third strand, ∆=10° for the duplex purine
residues and ∆=15° for the duplex pyrimidine residues). Previous NMR
analysis divided the backbone conformation into three groups for the
15 non-terminal residues, which are distinguished by slightly different e
by similar b angles. This provided 30 backbone dihedral angle
restraints which define e angles in the range 145 ± 5°, 10° and 15° and
b angles in an anti conformation range.
All distance restraints (except for those defining the Watson–Crick or
Hoogsteen base pairs) were derived mainly from NOESY spectra
acquired at 80 ms or 100 ms mixing times using the isolated two-spin
approximation. Volume restraints used in relaxation matrix refinement
were derived from the same NOESY data sets. There are 42 NOEs
involving exchangeable protons, from which a set of distance restraints
was estimated based on peak intensities (strong: 1.8–3.8 Å, medium:
2.0–4.5 Å, weak: 2.5–5 Å). Of these exchangeable proton NOEs, 20 are
related to the T⋅CG base triple. Except for the T⋅CG, all base triples in
RRY6 are considered to be hydrogen bonded, as defined by the 
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32 distance restraints based on ideal values (20 for the duplex
Watson–Crick base pairs and 12 for the third strand Hoogsteen bonds)
[30]. No hydrogen-bond restraints were applied to the T4 residue in the
T⋅CG base triple. From NOESY spectra of non-exchangeable protons,
339 distance restraints (61 of which are T⋅CG related) were derived.
Distance bounds were initially set to±50% of the equilibrium distances
with lower and upper bounds set to 1.8 Å and 5.0 Å (5.5 Å for methyl
protons), respectively. In successive iterations, distance bounds may be
reduced when the calculated distances match the experimental
restraints. During the calculation, 82 repulsion distance restraints were
added to separate some proton pairs (<4 Å) that exhibited interproton
contacts inconsistent with NOE data, and were responsible for the
serious bending and distortion of the global conformation. Relaxation
matrix refinements used the same set of dihedral angle and interproton
separation restraints. To stabilize the refinement calculation, the lower
and upper volume bounds were reduced to a value corresponding to half
of the upper and lower distance bounds. 
Refinement procedures
Structure calculation and analysis were performed using the
XPLOR/QUANTA [43], CURVES (R Lavery, unpublished program)
[44] and GRASP [45] programs. The general procedure involves initial
model building, iterative rMDS, dynamics refinement in water solvent,
and final relaxation matrix refinement. The calculated structures were
examined by several criteria: ideal geometry parameters (chirality, bond
lengths and angles, empirical torsion angles and empirical energy
terms), structure convergence, and experimental restraints (dihedral
angles and NOEs violations and R1/6 factor). Special attention was
given to the consistency of NOEs and dihedral angles related to the
T⋅CG residues. Original NOESY spectra were consulted frequently 
to resolve ambiguities in the interpretation of some interproton inter-
actions. NMR restraint violations were carefully judged after each
calculation and the refinement protocol was improved until satisfactory
results were obtained. A NOESY spectrum of 100 ms mixing time was
calculated from one of the final eight structures using the spectral
simulation module in QUANTA. The consistency between the calcu-
lated and the experimental NOESY spectra provided the ultimate judg-
ment for the quality of calculated structures (Fig. 3). A summary of the
structure calculation results is presented in Table 1.
Four distinctly different structural models of RRY6 (rms deviations
8.7 ± 2.4 Å) were used in the calculations, which included two built
from QUANTA (canonical A and B forms), one from a DNA builder
program [46], and one by docking. The docking structure is a stack of
discrete base triples separated by 3.5–4.0 Å and rotated 20–30° rela-
tive to each other. A typical protocol for rMDS [43] uses classic force
fields of non-bond (cut off 12 Å), electrostatic (dielectric constant=1)
and polar bond interactions (bond cut off 7.5 Å and angle cut off 80°).
NOEs were normally incorporated as square-well potential functions. A
biharmonic potential function was used for the dihedral angle restraints
and the distance restraints related to the Watson–Crick base pairs and
hydrogen bonding involving the third strand. The shake [47] algorithm
with a tolerance of 10–4 Å was invoked at all stages of the calcula-
tions. Energy minimization was applied at the initial and the final steps
of the calculations. Dynamics simulations using the Verlet algorithm
[47] were carried out at 1 fs step size and temperature was maintained
by coupling to a bath. The first stage calculation started with 1000
steps of energy minimization, followed by 4 ps of simulated annealing
dynamics. During this time the temperature was increased from 100 K
to a higher value (400–800 K) by 50 K increments and NOE force con-
stants were increased by a factor of 1.2 at each temperature increment
to a maximum value of 100 kcal mol–1 Å–2. Equilibrium dynamics calcu-
lations were performed for 2ps after the heating process, and the
system was then cooled to 300 K by 50 K decrements for a total of a
few ps (time length depending on the temperature differential between
the initial and the final stage). After turning on the experimental dihedral
angle function, additional 2 ps dynamics calculations were carried out,
followed by 500 steps of energy minimization to give a new generation
of calculated structures.
Refinement of RRY6 in the presence of explicit water molecules was
carried out by placing four semi-refined structures and the four latest
refined structures in water boxes (36 ×36 ×46 Å3). Each structure was
centered in the water box and a 2.6 Å clearance distance was used to
remove overlapped water molecules, leaving 1420 explicit water mol-
ecules. The calculation was carried out with periodic boundary condi-
tions to ensure a constant number of water molecules in the system.
The simulation protocols were similar to those discussed above,
consisting of four cycles of 0.4 ×3 ps simulations at 100 K, 200 K and
300 K, respectively, and 2 ps equilibrium rMDS.
Relaxation matrix refinement was used in the final stage to correct the
effects of spin diffusion, which causes non-linear evolution of NOE inten-
sity for protons located in a high proton density environment. The calcula-
tion was carried out in the absence of water. To reduce the computation
time, non-bond interactions were measured to 9.0 Å. Protons were
divided into three groups: H5′ and H5′′, other sugar protons, and base
protons. Each was assigned an order parameter ranging from 0.65 to
0.85. A 5 ns isotropic correlation time (τ) was derived from a grid
research routine using X-PLOR. Volume bounds were entered in an
absolute mode and equilibrium intensities and square-well functions
were used. The refinement process involved initial energy minimization,
followed by 1.8 ps rMDS refinement at 400→175 K and 0.4 ps refine-
ment at 200 K, and final energy minimization. The quality of the relaxation
refinement results was judged by low R1/6 values (Table 1).
Structural characterization
The helical parameters of the final eight structures of RRY6 were mea-
sured using the CURVES program [44]. The coordinates of the compar-
ison triplexes [20–22] were either kindly provided by I Radhakrishnan
(Columbia University) or were obtained from the Protein Data Bank. The
structural parameters of the duplex motif in these triplexes were obtained
by only reading the coordinate files containing the duplex strands into
CURVES. These results were calculated based on the duplex helical
axis (rather than the triple helical axis) and can be compared with the
helical parameters of other duplexes (parameters based on local helical
axis were compared). Parameters for triplexes depend on the strand
order and orientation of the input coordinates. To be consistent in para-
meter definitions, the triplex coordinates were read into CURVES in the
following order: duplex pyrimidine strand (5′→3′); duplex purine strand
(3′→5′); and third strand (5′→3′). All triplex structural parameters
reported in this article were measured in such a fashion. 
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